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APPGUARD PROVIDES SELF SUFFICIENT, ZERO TRUST ENDPOINT PROTECTION FOR DEFENSE AND NATIONAL SECURITY THINK TANK.

INDUSTRY:
Defense and National Security Think Tank

CHALLENGES:
- Nation-state target without nation-state cyber resources.
- Most software-based endpoint protection tools fail to block advanced attacks.

OUTCOME:
“For over two years, AppGuard has been a cost-efficient and effective endpoint protection solution that made our network more secure”

- Ian Gottesman, CIO, Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS)
ABOUT CSIS
CSIS is a bipartisan, nonprofit policy research organization dedicated to providing strategic insights and policy solutions to help decision makers chart a course toward a better world. CSIS is regularly called upon by Congress, the executive branch, and the media to explain the day’s events and offer bipartisan recommendations to improve U.S. strategy. For the past six years consecutively, the University of Pennsylvania has named CSIS as the number one think tank for international study.

SITUATION: GOVERNMENT CUSTOMERS EXPECT CSIS TO WITHSTAND CYBER ATTACKS FROM THEIR ADVERSARIES
The topics and customers that CSIS supports make it a target of interest to nation-state cyber intelligence agencies, organized crime, hacktivists, and other sophisticated cyber adversaries. A single data breach could devastate the reputation and trust customers have had in CSIS. It cannot afford to be lax. However, the nature of its business requires its personnel to meaningfully interact with the world so CSIS can provide the insights its customers expect. This increases its exposure to advanced attacks through the laptop and desktop computers of its personnel.

CHALLENGE: PRACTICAL PROTECTION FROM ADVANCED ENDPOINT ATTACKS
CSIS had deployed the industry’s most recognized application whitelisting product to supplement its traditional AV and to reduce incident volume on those other cyber layers that are affected by what happens at the endpoint. Looking back at this experience, “it was too hard to manage”, said Mary P. Van Engelen, Network Infrastructure Manager. But even when configured perfectly, application whitelisting is a poor defense against fileless attacks. Different reports assert that over 50% of targeted enterprise attacks are fileless.

CSIS CONTRASTS ITS APPGUARD EXPERIENCE WITH APPLICATION WHITELISTING
“Our previous application whitelisting tool was impossible for our small team to maintain. AppGuard has been more efficient and much easier to manage”, said Gottesman. “Maintaining a whitelist was a bear. With AppGuard, we don’t have to do that”, recalled Van Engelen. It “blocks things at the process level, stopping things whitelisting misses”. AppGuard blocks attacks on endpoints without having to recognize the malicious code or having to know those ever-changing details of the endpoint’s applications. It not only adapts automatically to application updates but it also compensates for missing security patches.

A WEAPONIZED DOCUMENT ATTACK SOON SHOWED APPGUARD’S VALUE
Not long after AppGuard was deployed, CSIS was attacked with 56 maliciously crafted PDF documents. Neither the AV nor the EDR agents detected these attacks. A representative of the well-known EDR vendor defended his agent, “looks like AppGuard has stopped the attack, so there was nothing (e.g., compromise) to report.”

On multiple endpoints, AppGuard blocked Adobe Acrobat Reader from altering a sensitive registry key to implant malware. Moments later, AppGuard observed Acrobat Reader spawning a fileless process to do the same. AppGuard blocked this too because it had been spawned by Acrobat Reader. This dynamic inheritance technology is responsible for many of AppGuard’s abilities to block different malicious code attacks. “AppGuard has stopped the bad things from happening”, said Gottesman.
APPGUARD IS A GREAT CHOICE FOR ORGANIZATIONS WITH ALERTS FATIGUE AND LIMITED MAN-HOURS

Their CIO pointed out that “we get thousands of alerts everyday; we definitely have alerts fatigue. The hours we get from our personnel are probably the most precious of our resources. The team doesn’t have extra bandwidth. So, it’s nice to have a tool like AppGuard that’s pretty self-sufficient and can do a lot of things for us that doesn’t require a great deal of personnel time. My team and I are trying to manage the time we have, trying to consolidate down, alerting in fewer places. When we investigate something, we don’t want to have to look in 15 different systems. AppGuard does not force us to investigate yet more alerts. We are confident that it will block what should be blocked. AppGuard is great for a small team like ours.”

So many security products require personnel to triage and investigate vast amounts of data. Van Engelen recounted, “we only need to look at AppGuard log events when we suspect AppGuard might be blocking a software installation, which is a key best practice, when in doubt: block”.

“APPGUARD HAS BEEN SELF-SUFFICIENT. IT’S NOT QUITE SET IT AND FORGET IT, BUT IT’S PRETTY CLOSE.”

Ian Gottesman, CIO
Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS)